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The Other Freud - James DiCenso 1999
The Other Freud undertakes an exciting and original analysis of Freud's major writings on religion and
culture. It is a seminal work: free of jargon, and rich with new ideas and fresh interpretations.
Deviant Love - Sigmund Freud 2007-08-02
Sigmund Freud, the founder of modern psychoanalysis, remade our view of the human mind by exploring
the unconscious forces that drive us. This collection of his groundbreaking writings on the psychology of
love examines the nature of desire, transgression, fantasy and erotic taboo. United by the theme of love, the
writings in the Great Loves series span over two thousand years and vastly different worlds. Readers will be
transported to different places and introduced to love’s endlessly fascinating possibilities and varied forms:
romantic love, platonic love, erotic love, gay love, virginal love, adulterous love, parental love, filial love,
nostalgic love, unrequited love, illicit love, not to mention lost love, twisted and obsessional love...
Freud - Jonathan Lear 2015-01-09
In this fully updated second edition, the author clearly introduces and assesses all of Freud's thought,
focusing on those areas of philosophy on which Freud is acknowledged to have had a lasting impact. These
include the philosophy of mind, free will and determinism, rationality, the nature of the self and
subjectivity, and ethics and religion. He also considers some of the deeper issues and problems Freud
engaged with, brilliantly illustrating their philosophical significance: human sexuality, the unconscious,
dreams, and the theory of transference. The author's approach emphasizes the philosophical significance of
Freud’s fundamental rule – to say whatever comes to mind without censorship or inhibition. This binds
psychoanalysis to the philosophical exploration of self-consciousness and truthfulness, as well as opening
new paths of inquiry for moral psychology and ethics. The second edition includes a new Introduction and
Conclusion. The text is revised throughout, including new sections on psychological structure and object
relations and on Freud’s critique of religion and morality.
The Freud-Klein Controversies, 1941-45 - Pearl King 1992
The Freud-Klein Controversies 1941-45 offers the first complete record of the extraordinary debates
centering around the radical theories of Melanie Klein after Freud's death in 1939.
Great Ideas Civilization and Its Discontents - Sigmund Freud 2005-02-01
Throughout history, some books have changed the world. They have transformed the way we see ourselves
- and each other. They have inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged,
provoked and comforted. They have enriched lives - and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the
works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization, and helped
make us who we are.
Killing Freud - Todd Dufresne 2006-09-19
Killing Freud takes the reader on a journey through the 20th century, tracing the work and influence of one
of its greatest icons, Sigmund Freud. A devastating critique, Killing Freud ranges across the strange case of
Anna O, the hysteria of Josef Breuer, the love of dogs, the Freud industry, the role of gossip and fiction, bad
manners, pop psychology and French philosophy, figure skating on thin ice, and contemporary therapy
culture. A map to the Freudian minefield and a masterful negotiation of high theory and low culture, Killing
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Freud is a witty and fearless revaluation of psychoanalysis and its real place in 20th century history. It will
appeal to anyone curious about the life of the mind after the death of Freud.
What Would Marx Do? - Gareth Southwell 2018-03-01
Have you ever wondered what Kant might have to say about your addiction to social media? Or whether
Plato would be able to help resolve your constant arguments about what to watch on TV? Or if Hobbes
would agree to feed your pet hamster while you're away on holiday? When it comes to the really important
questions, who better to ask than the greatest political minds in history, with What Would Marx Do? Using
40 everyday questions and problems as springboards for exploring the great political questions of our time,
this book will give you a crash course in political philosophy, and an introduction to the theories and ideas
of the greatest political philosophers of all time. Includes questions such as: -Should I bother to vote? -Who
should look after the baby? -Do you earn enough? -My car has just been stolen! But can I hold the thieves
responsible? -Should I watch what I say on Twitter? -Should your children benefit from your success? -Is it
wrong to want a bigger house? With quirky illustrations and intriguing and original takes on the biggest
(and smallest) everyday questions, What Would Marx Do? is guaranteed to leave you with a better grasp on
political philosophy, and able to discuss Marxism, Libertarian Socialism and Populism with ease.
The Interpretation of Murder - Jed Rubenfeld 2007-05-15
In 1909, as a sadistic killer stalks Manhattan's wealthiest heiresses, Sigmund Freud is called in by
American analyst Dr. Stratham Younger to assist him in interviewing Nora Acton, a hysterical survivor of
the killer who can recall nothing about the attack. A first novel. Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 100,000
first printing.
Civilization and Its Discontents - Sigmund Freud 2018-12-29
Civilization and Its Discontents is considered Freud's most brilliant work. In it he states his views on the
broad question of man's place in the world. It has been praised, dissected, lambasted, interpreted, and
reinterpreted. Originally published in 1930, it seeks to answer several questions fundamental to human
society and its organization—What influences led to the creation of civilization? Why and how did it come to
be? What determines civilization’s trajectory? This process, argues Freud, is an inherent quality of
civilization that instills perpetual feelings of discontent in its citizens. Freud's theme is that what works for
civilization doesn't necessarily work for man. Man, by nature aggressive and egotistical, seeks selfsatisfaction.
Love in Vienna: The Sigmund Freud–Minna Bernays Affair - Barry G. Gale 2015-11-02
For many decades, critics and supporters of Freudian theory have debated the exact nature of Freud's
relationship with his sister-in-law. This book examines the arguments pro and con in light of recently
exposed evidence—the first study to do so in depth. • Presents the first comprehensive examination of the
close relationship between Sigmund Freud and Minna Bernays and their probable affair, providing a
detailed assessment of arguments pro and con • Suggests that Minna Bernays might have lied about her
affair with Sigmund Freud, and that Carl Gustav Jung—whom many Freudians have accused of having
fabricated the story of a Freud/Minna affair—merely conveyed what Minna had told him • Draws on newly
available sources, including the 61-page, 1953 Kurt Eissler interview of Jung released by the Freud
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Archives (Library of Congress) in 2013 after being embargoed for 60 years and dozens of letters between
Freud and Minna from the Hirschmüller and Tögel collections—material that has been professionally
translated from German into English for the first time • Provides a fascinating portrait of Freud as a man of
simmering sexuality, with amorous interests in both men and women
Civilization and Its Discontents - Sigmund Freud 2002-07-04
Considers the incompatibility of civilisation and individual happiness, and the tensions between the claims
of society and the individual. This work focuses on what the author perceives to be one of society's greatest
dangers; 'civilised' sexual morality.
Whose Freud? - Peter Brooks 2000-01-01
Features contributors, Judith Butler, Frederick Crews, Leo Bersani, Juliet Mitchell, Robert Jay Lifton,
Richard Wollheim and other theorists from such fields as literature, philosophy, film, history, cultural
studies, neuroscience, psychotherapy. Under discussion in all these articles is whether Freud is still
relevant, specifically whether psychoanalysis is still a valid theory of mind, if its therapeutic applications
have been rendered obsolete by drugs, how psychoanalysis still figures in debates about sexual identity
despite its rejection by many feminists, and how Freud's work still contributes to cultural analysis. The
editor's conclusion is that Freud is not only still relevant but the "presiding genius of our culture and the
author of its symptomatic illnesses." Papers were delivered in a 1998 symposium at Yale, the locale from
which Freud launched his original invasion of the US psyche nearly a century before. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
In the Freud Archives - Janet Malcolm 2002-11-30
Includes an afterword by the author In the Freud Archives tells the story of an unlikely encounter among
three men: K. R. Eissler, the venerable doyen of psychoanalysis; Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson, a flamboyant,
restless forty-two-year-old Sanskrit scholar turned psychoanalyst turned virulent anti-Freudian; and Peter
Swales, a mischievous thirty-five-year-old former assistant to the Rolling Stones and self-taught Freud
scholar. At the center of their Oedipal drama are the Sigmund Freud Archives--founded, headed, and
jealously guarded by Eissler--whose sealed treasure gleams and beckons to the community of Freud
scholarship as if it were the Rhine gold. Janet Malcolm's fascinating book first appeared some twenty years
ago, when it was immediately recognized as a rare and remarkable work of nonfiction. A story of infatuation
and disappointment, betrayal and revenge, In the Freud Archives is essentially a comedy. But the powerful
presence of Freud himself and the harsh bracing air of his ideas about unconscious life hover over the
narrative and give it a tragic dimension.
The Psychology of Love - Sigmund Freud 2007-04-24
Freud's landmark writings on love and sexuality, including the famous case study of Dora newly translated
and in one volume for the first time This original collection brings together the most important writings on
the psychology of love by one of the great thinkers of the twentieth century. Sigmund Freud's discussions of
the ways in which sexuality is always psychosexuality that there is no sexuality without fantasy have
changed social, cultural, and intellectual attitudes toward erotic life. Among the influential pieces included
here are "On Female Sexuality," "The Taboo of Virginity," "A Child Is Being Beaten," and the widely cited
case history of the eighteen-year-old Dora, making The Psychology of Love essential reading for anyone
who wants to understand Freud's tremendous legacy. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.
Freud and Nietzsche - Paul-Laurent Assoun 2006-10-12
Many of the leading Freudian analysts, including in the early days, Jung, Adler, Reich and Rank, attempted
to link the writings of Nietzsche with the clinical work of Freud. But what was Nietzsche to Freud--an
intuitive anticipation, a precursor, a rival psychologist? Assoun moves beyond the seduction of these
attractive analogues to a deeper analysis of the relation between these two figures.
Freud Dictionary of Psychoanalysis - Sigmund Freud 2004
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Reading With Clarice Lispector - H鈋l醗ne·Cixous 1990
Sigmund Freud - The History Hour 2019-07-30
Was Sigmund Freud a sexual deviant? The book you are about to read should enlighten you to many things
that you never knew about Sigmund Freud. The real issues in Freud's life and how bad it was for others.
How unfair it was to all others that had the unfortunate chance to cross paths with him. Inside you'll read
about Golden Sigi Freud's Education Cocaine - A Great Addiction Hysteria & Hypnosis Freud & Family
Anna, O. After Freud's Death And much more! The book will introduce you to some of his unorthodox
methods that you will be able to tell immediately cannot be real. It will allow you to see the rise and fall of
Sigmund Freud and make you wonder what wires had gotten so crossed and so frayed in his brain to make
him into the insane person he became to do everything he had done.
The Scientific Credibility of Freud's Theories and Therapy - Seymour Fisher 1985
This book explores the puzzling phenomenon of new veiling practices among lower middle class women in
Cairo, Egypt. Although these women are part of a modernizing middle class, they also voluntarily adopt a
traditional symbol of female subordination. How can this paradox be explained? An explanation emerges
which reconceptualizes what appears to be reactionary behavior as a new style of political struggle--as
accommodating protest. These women, most of them clerical workers in the large government bureaucracy,
are ambivalent about working outside the home, considering it a change which brings new burdens as well
as some important benefits. At the same time they realize that leaving home and family is creating an
intolerable situation of the erosion of their social status and the loss of their traditional identity. The new
veiling expresses women's protest against this. MacLeod argues that the symbolism of the new veiling
emerges from this tense subcultural dilemma, involving elements of both resistance and acquiescence.
Dream Psychology - Sigmund Freud 2020-07-17
Reproduction of the original: Dream Psychology by Sigmund Freud
Freud's Russia - James L. Rice 2017-07-05
Freud's lifelong involvement with the Russian national character and culture is examined in James Rice's
imaginative combination of history, literary analysis, and psychoanalysis. 'Freud's Russia' opens up the
neglected "Eastern Front" of Freud's world--the Russian roots of his parents, colleagues, and patients. He
reveals that the psychoanalyst was vitally concerned with the events in Russian history and its nineteenthcentury cultural greats. Rice explores how this intense interest contributed to the evolution of
psychoanalysis at every critical stage.Freud's mentor Charcot was a physician to the Tsar; his best friends
in Paris were gifted Russian doctors; and some of his most valued colleagues (Max Eitingon, Moshe Wulff,
Sabina Spielrein, and Lou Andreas-Salome) were also from Russia. These acquaintances intrigued Freud
and precipitated his inquiry into the Russian psyche. Rice shows how Freud's major works incorporate
elements, overtly and covertly, from his Russia. He describes Freud's most famous case, the Wolf-Man
(Sergei Pankeev), and traces how his personality fused, in Freud's imagination, with that of Feodor
Dostoevsky. Beyond this, Rice reveals the remarkable influence Dostoevsky had on Freud, surveying
Freud's extensive library holdings and sources of biographical information on the Russian novelist.Initially
inspired by the Freud-Jung letters that appeared in 1974, 'Freud's Russia' breaks new ground. Its fresh
perspective will be of significant interest to psychoanalysts, historians of European culture, biographers of
Freud, and students of Dostoevsky in comparative literature. It is a major work in fusing European
intellectual history with the founding father of psychoanalysis.
The Question of God - Armand Nicholi 2003-08-07
Compares and contrasts the beliefs of two famous thinkers, Sigmund Freud and C.S. Lewis, on topics
ranging from the existence of God and morality to pain and suffering.
The Louisville Monthly Journal of Medicine and Surgery - 1914
How to Think Like Sigmund Freud - Daniel Smith 2017-03-02
The work of Sigmund Freud, one of the most important thinkers of the past two hundred years, redefined
the fields of neurology and psychotherapy and the way we view the human mind. Most strands of the
psychoanalytic discipline can even today be traced back to the leaps in understanding he made all those
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years ago. But his greatest success was to make the esoteric mainstream. The Oedipus complex,
transference, the unconscious, repression, free association, the libido: these are all ideas and techniques
from the Freud school of thought that have permeated the public consciousness. How to Think Like
Sigmund Freud examines these and more in a quest to know one mind above all: that of a person who
struggled with his own neuroses while attempting to understand those of others. Discover how the
motivations and philosophies of a man who dared to tackle issues others feared to transformed what was a
murky study into a real science. With this book you too can think like the man who came to comprehend the
human condition better than any other.
What Would Freud Do? - Sarah Tomley 2017-06-01
What Would Freud Do? uses the key ideas of more than 80 psychological thinkers, past and present, to
shine new light onto today's everyday problems. Ever wondered what a great therapist like Freud or Jung
would have to say about your horrible boss, your phone-checking addiction or an occasional wish to cheat
on your partner? Ever wished someone would explain why you sometimes act like an idiot just when you
want to look good, or generally keep doing things you don't really want to do? From Erich Fromm on how to
find Mr/Mrs Right, to Jaak Panksepp on road rage and Magda Arnold on how to deal with 'banter', these
theorists have intriuging suggestions for ways to see and do things differently. Divided into five sections,
including 'What am I like?', and 'Why am I acting like this?', other questions include: -'My family's a
nightmare -- shall I cut them off?' -'Is my partner lying to me?' -'Why do I keep buying the same brand all
the time?' -'How can I stop people unfriending me on social media?' -'Why do I lie when she says "Does my
bum look big in this?"' With Sarah Tomley's enlightening commentary throughout, this book provides the
answers to the most deep and meaningful (or, indeed, shallow and meaningless) questions that you have
ever pondered. A pocket guide to facing the hurdles and obstacles of life, with the advice of all the greatest
psychologists at your fingertips.
What Would Keynes Do? - Tejvan Pettinger 2018-03-01
Have you ever wondered what Adam Smith would have to say about you playing the lottery? Or whether
Jeremy Bentham could cure your hangover (through economics)? Ever pondered over what Milton
Friedman might get you for Christmas? By comparing and contrasting what the greatest economists of all
time would have to say about 40 questions from your everyday life, What Would Keynes Do? will help you
get to grips with all the important economic theories in an original and thought-provoking way. Includes
such puzzling conundrums as: -Should I park in an illegal parking space and risk a fine? -Should I go to
University or start working straight away? -Should I leave my children all my wealth after my death or
spread it out throughout my life? -Should I ever commit a crime? -If I enjoy drinking beer, how much should
I drink? -Is it OK to be selfish? -Should I vote for a political party which promises to raise taxes?
Freud (RLE: Freud) - Reuben Fine 2013-10-08
In this book, originally published in 1963, Dr Fine sets out to describe what Freud said, and to re-evaluate
his views critically in the light of the best knowledge of the time. Freud’s numerous changes of view, his
constant searching for the truth wherever it might lead him, as well as his resolute adherence to certain
hard-won positions once he had achieved them, are all skilfully traced. Freud’s intellectual Odyssey is
divided into four periods. From 1886 to 1895 he was a neurologist investigating hysteria and other
‘nervous’ disorders. Then came his self-analysis, from 1896 to 1899, the real matrix from which psychoanalysis grew. The first psycho-analytic system of psychology was developed in the period from 1900 to
1914. The remainder of his life, from 1914 to 1939, was devoted to the elaboration of ego psychology, and
heart of contemporary psycho-analysis. Dr Fine undertook, in writing this book, the formidable task of
examining the whole body of Freud’s thought, to clarify what he said, and to review his ideas critically in
the light of the best available existing knowledge. As he says ‘In this process of criticism I have tried to
specify which aspects of Freud have stood the test of time and which have not.’ ‘So far as I can see no one
has ever before taken the trouble to ask: "What did Freud actually say? How does what Freud said stand up
in terms of what we now know?"’ In answering these questions, Dr Fine develops a major thesis that all
modern psycho-analysis derives from Freud, though it has moved far in many different directions. The
contention is that emphasis on schools is misleading and has obscured the actual historical growth of the
science. As he states in his Preface to this volume, Dr Fine’s conviction is: ‘By building on Freud’s
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fundamental insights, we can move on most readily to empirical research and thus construct a more
satisfactory science of psychology.’
Freud, Adler, and Jung - Walter Kaufmann 1992-01-01
Originally published in 1980 by McGraw-Hill.
The Freud Reader - Sigmund Freud 1995
Freud - Frederick Crews 2017-08-22
An assessment of psychoanalysis and the views of its creator reveals Sigmund Freud's blunders with
patients, his misunderstandings about the psychological controversies of his time, and how he advanced his
career on the appropriated findings of others.
The Great Perhaps - Burton F. Porter 2015-04-16
Burton F. Porter explores the philosophical question of the existence of God in an open, yet critical, way,
examining the argumentation used by centuries of human society to support or reject divinity.
Great Books of the Western World: Freud - 1952
A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis - Sigmund Freud 1920
Presents twenty-eight lectures in which Sigmund Freud sets forth with a frankness almost startling the
difficulties and limitations of psychoanalysis, and also describes its main methods and results as only a
master and originator of a new school of thought can do. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2005 APA, all
rights reserved).
Freud’s Patients - Mikkel Borch-Jacobsen 2021-10-13
Portraits of the thirty-eight known patients Sigmund Freud treated clinically—some well-known, many
obscure—reveal a darker, more complex picture of the famed psychoanalyst. Everyone knows the
characters described by Freud in his case histories: “Dora,” the “Rat Man,” the “Wolf Man.” But what do we
know of the people, the lives behind these famous pseudonyms: Ida Bauer, Ernst Lanzer, Sergius Pankejeff?
Do we know the circumstances that led them to Freud’s consulting room, or how they fared—how they
really fared—following their treatments? And what of those patients about whom Freud wrote nothing, or
very little: Pauline Silberstein, who threw herself from the fourth floor of her analyst’s building; Elfriede
Hirschfeld, Freud’s “grand-patient” and “chief tormentor;” the fashionable architect Karl Mayreder; the
psychotic millionaire Carl Liebmann; and so many others? In an absorbing sequence of portraits, Mikkel
Borch-Jacobsen offers the stories of these men and women—some comic, many tragic, all of them deeply
moving. In total, thirty-eight lives tell us as much about Freud’s clinical practice as his celebrated case
studies, revealing a darker and more complex Freud than is usually portrayed: the doctor as his patients,
their friends, and their families saw him.
The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud - Sigmund Freud 2012-07-18
This classic edition of The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud includes complete texts of six works that have
profoundly influenced our understanding of human behavior, presented here in the translation by Dr. A. A.
Brill, who for almost forty years was the standard-bearer of Freudian theories in America. •
Psychopathology of Everyday Life is perhaps the most accessible of Freud’s books. An intriguing
introduction to psychoanalysis, it shows how subconscious motives underlie even the most ordinary
mistakes we make in talking, writing, and remembering. • The Interpretation of Dreams records Freud’s
revolutionary inquiry into the meaning of dreams and the power of the unconscious. • Three Contributions
to the Theory of Sex is the seminal work in which Freud traces the development of sexual instinct in
humans from infancy to maturity. • Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious expands on the theories Freud
set forth in The Interpretation of Dreams. It demonstrates how all forms of humor attest to the fundamental
orderliness of the human mind. • Totem and Taboo extends Freud’s analysis of the individual psyche to
society and culture. • The History of Psychoanalytic Movement makes clear the ultimate incompatibility of
Freud’s ideas with those of his onetime followers Adler and Jung.
Freud - Jonathan Lear 2005
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) developed the theory and practice of psychoanalysis, one of the twentieth
century's most influential schools of psychology. He also made profound insights into the psychology and
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understanding of human beings. In this brilliant and long-awaited introduction, Jonathan Lear--one of the
most respected writers on Freud--shows how Freud also made fundamental contributions to philosophy and
why he ranks alongside Plato, Aristotle, Marx and Darwin as a great theorist of human nature. Freud is one
of the most important introductions and contributions to understanding this great thinker to have been
published for many years, and will be essential reading for anyone in the humanities, social sciences and
beyond with an interest in Freud or philosophy.
An Anatomy of Addiction - Howard Markel 2011-07-19
Acclaimed medical historian Howard Markel traces the careers of two brilliant young doctors—Sigmund
Freud, neurologist, and William Halsted, surgeon—showing how their powerful addictions to cocaine
shaped their enormous contributions to psychology and medicine. When Freud and Halsted began their
experiments with cocaine in the 1880s, neither they, nor their colleagues, had any idea of the drug's
potential to dominate and endanger their lives. An Anatomy of Addiction tells the tragic and heroic story of
each man, accidentally struck down in his prime by an insidious malady: tragic because of the time,
relationships, and health cocaine forced each to squander; heroic in the intense battle each man waged to
overcome his affliction. Markel writes of the physical and emotional damage caused by the then-heralded
wonder drug, and how each man ultimately changed the world in spite of it—or because of it. One became
the father of psychoanalysis; the other, of modern surgery. Here is the full story, long overlooked, told in its
rich historical context.
Strangers to Ourselves - Timothy D. Wilson 2004-05-15
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"Know thyself," a precept as old as Socrates, is still good advice. But is introspection the best path to selfknowledge? Wilson makes the case for better ways of discovering our unconscious selves. If you want to
know who you are or what you feel or what you're like, Wilson advises, pay attention to what you actually
do and what other people think about you. Showing us an unconscious more powerful than Freud's, and
even more pervasive in our daily life, Strangers to Ourselves marks a revolution in how we know ourselves.
Freud and the Legacy of Moses - Richard J. Bernstein 1998-10-08
Freud's last book, Moses and Monotheism, was published in 1939 during one of the darkest periods in
Jewish history. This difficult book has frequently been vilified and dismissed because Freud claims that
Moses was not a Hebrew but an Egyptian, and that the Jews murdered Moses in the wilderness. Richard
Bernstein argues that a close reading of Moses and Monotheism reveals an underlying powerful coherence
in which Freud seeks to specify the distinctive character and contribution of the Jewish people. It is this
character that has enabled the Jewish people to survive despite persecution and virulent anti-Semitism, and
Freud proudly identifies himself with it. In his analysis of Freud's often misunderstood last work, Bernstein
goes on to shows how Freud expands and deepens our understanding of a religious tradition by revealing
its unconscious dynamics.
Why Freud was Wrong - Richard Webster 2005
This is the first complete and coherent account of Freud's life and work to be written from a consistently
sceptical point of view. Meticulously researched and powerfully argued, the book is a devastating portrait
of the interpreter of dreams.
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